
 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 

ESPA LIFE AT CORINTHIA  
 

Introducing The Next Generation of Spa 

 

 

 

ESPA is pleased to announce its first new concept spa ESPA Life at the newly opened Corinthia Hotel 

London.  ESPA Life at Corinthia will offer, for the very first time, a fully integrated wellness approach 

alongside the luxury spa experience.  With a focus on personalisation, individualisation and tailored 

experiences, ESPA Life at Corinthia is set to become the leading voice in the next generation of spa. 

 

An extensive repertoire of treatments for men and women will be on offer, many of which have 

been specially developed for Corinthia Hotel London.  The new age-defying facials and ‘Rush Hour 

Beauty’ treatments have been created for maximum results within an hour.  Each treatment will use 

the highly efficacious and natural ESPA product range and will combine both new and indigenous  



techniques of the world’s most renowned therapies to deliver a unique treatment offering.  ESPA Life 

at Corinthia will also offer revolutionary lifestyle programmes that focus on detox, sleep, weight loss, 

pregnancy and general vitality.  Complementary and alternative medicine (CAM) and targeted fitness  

and rehabilitation services have been designed to transform the way we counter-act the effects of 

the modern day lifestyle and optimise health.  

 

In addition to spa treatments and wellness, ESPA Life at Corinthia is a destination for grooming and 

fitness needs alike.  Premier beauty treatments such as ShellacTM polish for manicures by Creative 

Nail Design, IPL by Palomar and Lycon Wax place ESPA Life at Corinthia at the forefront.  The 

elegant and contemporary black granite manicure stations, dark stained oak and leather panels of The 

Nail Studio encase a social area with Champagne and freshly-squeezed signature spa juices or tisanes 

on-hand, to ensure a thoroughly relaxing experience as hands and feet are treated.  A state-of-the-

art gym is home to LifeFitness cardio-vascular equipment and strength machines for an unparalleled 

exercise and personal training experience, and to ensure wellness inside and out, The Spa Lounge 

serves delicious, nutritious cuisine and daily health shots. 

 

ESPA Life at Corinthia is set to become the ultimate membership in the city with a unique solution to 

health, fitness and vitality.  Two exclusive packages will offer members the pinnacle in personalised 

service and the finest spa and fitness expertise available. 

 

Corinthia Hotel London will also offer an independent Daniel Galvin Hair Salon, conveniently located 

within the spa, enabling guests to finish their spa experience with the ultimate blow-dry.  Daniel 

Galvin has a well-deserved international reputation for providing the most beautiful and expert 

choice of colouring services and complementing these with perfect styling techniques, including 

faultless “hair up” for special occasions and events.  The salon will also feature a private hairdressing 

room for guests seeking absolute discretion, and for those who are pressed for time, ESPA Life can 

arrange for a manicure or pedicure within the hair salon. 

 

ESPA Life at Corinthia – The Design 

Light welcomes guests to the spa, which slowly descends into rich and opulent darkness.  Strong 

curved walls and soft contours enhance the energy flow and create individual pods and cocooning 

spaces of peace and comfort from the warmth of the ambient fireplaces and atmospheric mood 

lighting.  The sophisticated use of Calacatta and black Italian marble, rich black and champagne 

lacquer panels, stained dark oak, textured leather, polished chrome and pewter art work create a  



spa which is elegant yet contemporary, innovative yet sumptuous; the place to see and be seen but 

undeniably private and exclusive.  Situated just a stone’s throw from Trafalgar Square in the heart of 

London, ESPA Life at Corinthia is perfectly positioned for business clientele, leisure guests and health 

conscious city dwellers.  Spread over four floors and covering 3,300 square metres, the enormity and 

grandeur is simply breathtaking.  Designed with GA Design, no expense was spared on this 

innovative concept where the world’s finest materials were used to create a space in which guests 

can luxuriate, socialise, relax and exercise. Every detail has been thoughtfully incorporated to raise 

the bar on spa excellence.  

 

ESPA Life Experts 

ESPA Life, a concept developed by ESPA CEO & Founder, Susan Harmsworth MBE, to reflect how 

the spa and medical worlds have grown together, unites a collaboration of acclaimed holistic health 

professionals, influential specialists and outstanding spa therapists who have been hand-picked from 

across the globe for their outstanding knowledge and expertise.  A specialised team is committed to 

creating never-before-seen lifestyle solutions and spa treatments to revolutionise the way we address 

common lifestyle stresses and the impact these have on our general health and wellbeing.  Max 

Tomlinson, an Australian trained naturopath, nutritionist, homeopath and medical herbalist joins 

personal trainer to the athletic elite Stephen Price, with British hairdresser and colourist to 

Hollywood’s A-list, Daniel Galvin OBE, completing the stellar team. 

“Health, energy and wellbeing have been a passion of mine for most of my life and career.  ESPA Life 

brings together a concept that has evolved over the past thirty years as the spa and medical worlds  

have grown closer together, culminating in the creation of the new and innovative spa concept.  

ESPA Life at Corinthia will be the first city centre spa to offer this integrative approach.”  

Susan Harmsworth MBE, CEO & Founder ESPA International 

 

 

Corinthia Hotel London 

Corinthia Hotel London is housed within a grand Victorian building just off Trafalgar Square, with 294 rooms, 

including 43 suites, offering sweeping views across London’s most popular landmarks.  The ‘21st century 

grand hotel’ provides unrivalled world-class luxury with superb ground floor offerings including ‘The 

Northall’ restaurant, serving the best in British produce; ‘Massimo Restaurant and Oyster Bar’, headed by 

chef patron Massimo Riccioli, and the musically inspired destination bar ‘Bassoon’. Home to the pioneering 

‘ESPA Life at Corinthia’, a next-generation spa housed across four floors, the hotel also boasts among the 

largest rooms and suites in London, an original restored ballroom, Victorian columns and tall windows that 

let in swathes of natural light.  The flagship Corinthia Hotel London is the ninth of Corinthia Hotels’ 

collection of five-star hotels founded by the Pisani family of Malta and is located in the heart of the capital, 

created by experts with a passion for craftsmanship and an understanding of world-class service.  

 

 

 

 



ESPA  

 

ESPA is the world’s leading total spa company building award-winning spas in five continents across the 

globe. Years of experience covering strategy, operational, conceptual and development elements of spas 

combined with an in-depth knowledge of differing cultures, products and treatments, have resulted in a 

Company which is well rounded and genuinely committed to inspired natural products, treatments and 

continual spa development. 

 

Recognised as leaders in spa, ESPA consistently remains at the ‘cutting edge’ of the Spa Industry, continuously 

adding to its worldwide accolades, with recent awards that include:  

 

Best Spa Brand in Spa Finder’s 2010 Readers Choice Awards 

Best Spa Company & Best Educators in 2010 Spa Asia Crystal Awards 

 

 

For further information, images or samples please contact 

Lucy Radford or Catherine Havercroft at The Communications Store 

T: +44 (0)20 7938 5047 E: Lucy/Catherine@tcs-uk.net 

 

For further information on Corinthia Hotel London please contact 

Rosie O’Brien or Allison Lawrence at Gabrielle Shaw Communications 

T: +44 (0)20 7731 8811 rosie/allison@gabrielleshaw.com 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Notes To Editors: 

Stephen Price 

Unlike most personal trainers, Stephen Price offers a ‘fully integrated service’ – helping to increase vitality, 

performance, health and wellbeing with an approach that is both physical and psychological. And he doesn’t just 

train people who want to be fit – with his expert input, Stephen has also achieved great results with individuals 

seeking pain management, or who are overcoming other physical health challenges. 

 

Max Tomlinson ND 

Max Tomlinson, the 'Nature Doctor', is an Australian trained naturopath, nutritionist, homeopath and medical 

herbalist. Max has a special interest in functional medicine and scientific orthomolecular nutrition and works 

closely with the leading nutritional testing laboratories in the UK. With over 24 years experience in clinical 

practice, Max has a high profile client list that includes royalty, top celebrities and business personalities. 

 

Daniel Galvin OBE 

Daniel Galvin is regarded as the most trusted salon in the world, with respect to professional hair colour. His 

team of dedicated colourists and stylists are all trained from within, and are regarded as some of the very best 

in this profession. The Daniel Galvin proposition of natural beauty enhancement is evident in its high-profile 

and loyal client base, which includes many celebrities and key opinion formers. The salon’s history and heritage 

is renowned the world over, and advice is often sought by all aspects of the media, from print to Oscar-

winning films.  
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ESPA Life Gym: 

- ‘LifeFitness’ cardio vascular and strength equipment 

- Powerplate 6 

- Trixter bikes 

- Free weights 

- Stretch areas 

- Concept rowers 

- Private personal training pods 

- In-depth fitness assessments 

- Bespoke fitness programmes 

- Exceptional personal trainers  

 

 

Spa Facilities: 

- Spa Lounge serving exceptional cuisine 

- Private Spa Suite 

- 15 Treatment Pods 

- Sleep Pods    

- Thermal Floor – consisting of: 

o 9 metre silver steel swimming pool  

o Vitality pool with various air and water massage jets  

o Heat Experiences:  

 Amphitheatre sauna  

 Black mosaic steam room 

 Ice fountain  

 Experience showers 

 Heated relaxation beds 

- Luxury changing rooms with heat experiences 

- Daniel Galvin Hair Salon  

- Dedicated Nail Studio  

 

Spa Treatments and Programs 

- ESPA Face and Body Treatments  

- Wellness programmes and revolutionary diagnostics 

- Complementary and alternative medicine (CAM) 

- Diet and nutritional advice 

- Physiotherapy and osteopathy 

- Sports and remedial massage 

- Rehabilitation and sports injury support 


